There is substantial evidence that several economic time series variables experience occasional structural breaks. At the same time, for some of these variables there is evidence of long memory. In particular, it seems that inflation rates have both features. One cause for this finding may be that the two features are difficult to distinguish using currently available * Corresponding author. Address: P.O. Box 1738, 3000 DR Rotterdam, The Netherlands, E-mail: hyung@few.eur.nl. Details on all empirical results, reported and unreported, can be obtained from the corresponding author. 1 econometric tools. Indeed, various recent studies show that neglecting occasional breaks may lead to a spurious finding of long-memory properties.
Introduction
Several economic time series seem to experience occasional structural breaks.
Some of these series also display long memory, as evidenced by the empirical suitability of certain long-memory models. Recent studies show that time series processes with occasional breaks may generate a long-memory effect in the autocorrelation function. There are also studies which suggest that data from one model can be captured in a model of the other type, and the other way around. Of course, the key question remains whether it matters for forecasting which model is used? Or otherwise, should we pay effort in making a formal distinction between the two models, or should we perhaps seek for a model that contains the two features? Another related question concerns the best modeling and forecasting strategy for a given forecasting horizon. Indeed, it may be that one model is better for short-term forecasts, while another is better for the longer horizon.
Long memory implies that shocks have a long-lasting effect. A popular application of long-memory time series models concerns inflation. There is substantial evidence that inflation rates have long memory, a feature which can be captured by a fractionally integrated I(d) model, see Hassler and Wolters (1995) , Bos, Franses and Ooms (2001) and several papers cited in Baillie (1996) . Alternatively, US inflation rates may perhaps show long memory because of the presence of neglected occasional breaks in the series rather than that they are really I(d). In this paper, we examine whether evidence of long memory in various inflation rates has any correlation with occasional breaks in terms of in-sample estimation and out-of-sample forecastability. We show that there might exist a long-memory component in US CPI inflation rates because of occasional breaks.
This long-range dependence, however, makes no significant difference between occasional breaks model and I(d) model in terms of out-of sample forecasting performance.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the two models, and we show that it may not be easy to make a formal distinction between long memory and breaks in practice. The estimation methods and methods to generate forecasts are presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we fit both models to 23 US inflation series in order to see which does better in terms of out-ofsample forecasting, where we also include a regular autoregressive model for comparison. We find that almost all autoregressive models can be improved, but that there is not much difference in performance between the two models of our interest. This leads to several suggestions for further research, as we outline in Section 5.
Long-Memory and Occasional Breaks
In this section we discuss a class of models which can usefully describe long-term persistence of shocks. The ARFIMA model, or simply I(d) model, which will be discussed further below, has been reguarly used to describe the persistence of economic and financial data, see for example articles in the special issue of the Journal of Econometrics, 73, 1996. Inference on the dynamics of such a time series is usually based on the autocorrelation function, where its decay pattern measures the persistence of the process. Interestingly, a typical longmemory decay pattern can also be generated by neglected structural breaks.
However, the theoretical and empirical econometric literature on long memory and on structural change have evolved independently. Recently, there have appeared studies which explain how infrequent stochastic breaks can create strong persistence in the autocorrelation structure, see Mikosch and Stȃricȃ (1999) , Granger and Hyung (2000) , and Diebold and Inoue (2001) . To illustrate, we review the Occasional-Break model and the I(d) model briefly and we show that occasional structural change is approximately observationally equivalent to long memory. Consider a simple model with R occasional breaks in the mean, that is,
where u t follows an ARMA process
are polynomials of finite orders p and q in the usual lag operator L. We assume all roots of Φ (z) = 0 and Θ (z) = 0 to be outside of the unit circle.
We use this model to examine 'spurious' long-memory effects caused by neglected occasional breaks and its consequence for forecasting. Of course, for our empirical data we need to estimate R, see Section 3 below. To examine the effects of neglecting occasional breaks in a more theoretical way, a slightly different version of (1) -(2) turns out to be more useful. This model is,
where u t is a noise variable, and occasional level shifts, m t , are controlled by two variables q t (date of break) and η t (size of jump), as
where η t is i.i.d(0, σ 2 η ). We assume that q t follows an i.i.d. binomial distribution, that is,
, with probability 1 − p 1, with probability p
Combining (3) with (4) yields occasional level shifts in the mean of y t , which is thus represented by
The expected number of breaks for a given sample is T p. Note that two models in (1) and (6) can be equivalent by setting m 0 = µ 0 , T p = R, and so on.
Now we turn to a description of a long-memory time series model. The ARFIMA (p, d, q) model is widely used for series with long memory, and usually it is referred to as the I(d) model. In this paper, we consider the following specification, that is,
with similar conditions for Φ 0 (L) and Θ 0 (L) as (2). For any real d > −1, the
From this expression we can infer already a potential slow decay in the autocorrelation function. The ARFIMA model is a flexible statistical tool to describe the behavior of the autocorrelations at high lags, that is, the long-term persistence. The long-term decay is solely determined by d, which is also called the memory parameter. It can be shown that the autocorrelation function ρ k , is proportional to k 2d−1 as k → ∞. Consequently, the autocorrelations of this model decay hyperbolically to zero as k → ∞, in contrast to the exponential decay in a stationary ARMA model.
One way to estimate the value of d is to use the Geweke and Porter-Hudak (1983) (henceforth GPH) method, which is based on the following regression, that is,
where
is the periodogram at frequency ω j = 2πj/T , which depends on the sample size T . Often, g(T ) = T 1/2 is used.
It can be proved that it is not easy to make a formal distinction between the break model and I(d) model in practice. The formal proof of "observational equivalence" concerns rare breaks, achieved by letting the break probability to shrink with T , which is similar in spirit to a "local to unity" asymptotic analysis.
The key idea is to let p decrease with the sample size, so that regardless of the sample size, realizations tend to have the same number of breaks. For any fixed sample size T , realizations tend to have just a few breaks.
Assume that p → 0 as T → ∞, and that lim T →∞ T p = R, where R is nonzero finite constant. Let y t be a series from (3), (4) and (5) and we assume u t in (3) is i.i.d(0, σ 2 u ) for simplicity, then the estimated value of d using GPH method with g( In sum, it seems that long-memory models and models with occasional breaks can capture the same kind of phenomena, even though their mathematical expressions are rather different.
Estimation and Forecasting methods
As we aim to compare the two models of interest in practical situations, we now turn to a discussion of estimation and forecasting methods in this section.
The Model with Breaks
In this section we focus on how to identify break points with dynamic components in a parametric model, for example by introducing lagged dependent variables so as to have an autoregressive model. Next we discuss how to select the order of the autoregressive model. As indicated in Pesaran and Timmermann (2000), little is known about the properties and optimality of alternative forecasting methods under breaks. They discuss how to optimally combine pre-break and post-break data in the mean squared error sense, and find that forecasting accuracy can be improved by pre-testing for a structural break. In the present paper, we abstain from a selection of an optimal sample size to forecast out of sample when structural breaks have in fact occurred.
We use the following ARMA representation.
and we assume there are R breaks in µ t as in (1). We can transform this model
For practical purposes, we restrict this infinite order model to
which we will call as the BREAK model. We use Bai and Perron (1998)'s sequential procedure to estimate the breaks. To select a proper lag in (12), we use the following algorithm. (b) After filtering out the breaks from the series, we can estimate the ARMA structure in the residual seriesû t =ŷ t −μ t in (10) and we choose the number of lags p by minimizing AIC.
(c) Once p has been determined, we estimate the number of breaks using the sequential procedure again, without a serial correlation assumption in the errors, but where lagged dependent variables are allowed as regressors in (12) .
It seems useful at this stage to consider Bai (1997)'s repartition estimation procedure. When the first break point is identified at k, the whole sample is divided into two subsamples with the first subsample consisting of k ∈ (1, T )
observations and the second subsample consisting of the rest of the observations There is another possibility of overfitting under the existence of heteroskedasticity. Therefore, we use the estimation results from algorithm (c), which is giving a conservative estimate of the number of breaks.
We must mention here that we also considered in our empirical analysis the so-called STOPBREAK model, developed in Engle and Smith (1999) . This model includes an endogenous smooth transition function to indicate structural breaks in (3) , that is,
with m t = m t−1 + q t−1 u t−1 . Smith (1999) generalizes this process by allowing past deviations from m t to have an effect on short-horizon forecasts. Since m t represents the long-run forecast of y t , given information up to time t − 1, these past deviations take the form y t−i − m t−i+1 . Specifically, the model is
As this model can be seen as a serious contender to the BREAK model in (12), we tried to estimate the parameters for the empirical data to be introduced above. However, we found that the available estimation method gave very unstable and inaccurate results, and in fact did so far a range of specifications of (13) . Hence, we further abstained from considering this model.
The I(d) Model
Geweke and Porter-Hudak (1983) show that, when attention is confined to frequencies near zero, the differencing parameter can be estimated consistently from the least-squares regression in (9) . However this method is only valid
In our empirical examples of inflation rates, there is no reason to believe |d| < For out-of-sample forecasting, we consider the "naive" method. We compute h-step ahead forecasts recursively, usingπ (L) found from:
, and hencê
This naive method can also be applied to nonstationary series with d > Table 1 we present the list of variables, where we approximately arrange the series from highly aggregated to less aggregated series. 
Empirical Results from In-sample Estimation
The number of breaks in each series is estimated using Bai and Perron (1998)'s sequential method. First, we estimate breaks by the sequential method using non-parametric serial correlation correction. After filtering out break components, we fixed the AR orders in the filtered residuals by minimizing AIC. Next, using the pre-determined AR order to correct serial correlation, we apply Bai and Perron's method again. We allow up to 10 breaks, and the minimum length between breaks is set at 12 observations (1 year) to reduce the possibility that any heteroskedasticity in a series is mistaken for a break.
For an example of break analysis, let us examine the results for Series 1 (All Items). There are four breaks in the series for the full sample period (three breaks are obtained for the shorter sample period), see the third column of Figure 1 ).
As we expand the size of sample, we estimate more breaks except for Series 13. From this result we expect that recursive estimation of the occasional breaks model would perhaps provide better forecasts. If there are more breaks after the in-sample period, forecasts from the occasional breaks model will not be accurate when using the static method. In the next subsection we will elaborate on the difference between the two approaches. , but it appears to be quite robust for the non-stationary region too, at least in our empirical analysis. Recall that the frequency domain MLE uses the spectral density and is defined for the range − Although this method is an efficient estimation method, it is not recommended to use in this context as we cannot impose an a prior plausible restriction on the memory parameter of inflation rate.
We estimate d for the shorter sample period and compare it with the estimated values for the full-sample period, see Table 2 for the estimated values of d A by-product of our empirical analysis is now that we can correlate the value of the long-memory parameter with the degree of aggregation. Although we do not use a rigorous classification of aggregation, we could however assume that the number of the time series in Table 1 correlates strongly with its aggregation level. When we regressd of series i on an intercept and the series number i, we get a t-statistic of -3.22 for the slope coefficient. This suggests that the memory of a series is getting more persistent for higher aggregated series. Furthermore, Table 2 also suggests that there is perhaps a link between the estimated number of breaks R and d. Indeed, when we regressd on an intercept and this numberR, we get a t-value of 3.11, which seems to agree with the conjecture in Granger and Hyung (2000). If we further consider the size of break by taking the average of squared jump size of breaks, and regressd on an intercept and the number of breaks times the size of break, we obtain a positive slope coefficient but it is not significant (t-value is 1.29).
Out-of-sample Forecasts
We now turn to an evaluation of the forecasting performance of various models. Tables 5 and 6 present the results for the recursive method. Finally, in Table 7 we present encompassing test results of one-step ahead forecasts for the static and recursive cases We compute the root mean squared of forecast errors (RMSFE). For comparison, we report the ratios of the RMSFEs for the BREAK and I(d) model over the RMSFE of linear AR models. We find that the occasional breaks model and fractionally integrated model perform better than almost all AR models, which can be noticed from the fact that the ratios are almost always below 1.
There is however not much difference in performance between the two models Given the different break numbers in Table 2 for the short-sample and fullsample data, the recursive estimation should improve the forecastability of occasional breaks model. It turns out that the occasional breaks model can detect short-run components well, and that this gets bettter if the model is updated using recent information. Hence, the model performs relatively well in a recursive setting but not in a static setting (compare Tables 3 and 5 or compare Tables   4 and 6 ). For example, we can observe dramatic improvements in forecasts of Series 7, 9 and 11 by using the recursive method. Tables 3 to 6 
Overall the results in
where e it = y t −ŷ it is the forecast error of model i. If a composite predictor formed as a weighted average of two individual forecasts is considered, then the forecast of benchmark model is said to encompass the alternative forecast if the inferior forecast's optimal weight in the composite predictor is equal to zero.
Our case is the issue of testing for forecast encompassing when two forecasts of the same quantity are available. This analysis provides an easy-to-compute statistical measure of the relative forecasting performance of the models under scrutiny. If one forecast incorporates all the information, nothing can be gained by combining forecasts.
From Table 7 we see that in most cases, the combination of the two forecasts does not improve predictability. In terms of lower MSFE, we choose a benchmark and alternative model of each series and we estimate α and its standard error in (15) . Only for 5 out of 23 series, forecasts can be improved by combining inferior forecasts for both the static and recursive case. Hence, the BREAK or the I(d) model can forecast about equally well and nothing seems to be left to be predicted by the other model. This result implies that even in terms of out-of-sample forecasts, it is not easy to distinguish between the I(d) and the occasional breaks model.
Conclusion and Extensions
In this paper we compared time series models with structural breaks, models with long memory and linear autoregressive models for 23 monthly US inflation rates in terms of out-of-sample forecasting. Linear models did not perform as well as the other two. The model with breaks and the model with long-memory performed about equally well. We also examined their joint performance by combining the forecasts, which did not change the overall conclusion that these two models are difficult to distinguish.
The interesting topic for further research is now given by exploiting the possibility that the BREAK and I(d) model can be summarized into one single model. One motivation for this may be that both individual models capture a long-memory component to some extent, but that a joint model would be able to capture all long memory. To construct such a joint model, one can think of Model A:
Model B:
where each builds on an individual model considered in this paper by adding features of the other model. Our subsequent work will be to develop estimation and inference techniques for these models. Note: Series 18 has 3 outliers in the short-sample period, which we delete prior to estimation. + denotes no break is detected in the in-sample period. We estimate breaks by Bai and Perron (1998)'s sequential method. # denotes the number of times one of the two models has a lower RMSFE. + denotes no break is detected in the in-sample period. We estimate breaks by Bai and Perron (1998)'s sequential method. # denotes the number of times one of the two models has a lower RMSFE. + denotes no break is detected in the full-sample period. We estimate breaks by Bai and Perron (1998)'s sequential method. # denotes the number of times one of the two models has a lower RMSFE. Note: We estimate the parameters recursively, starting with sample 1967:01-1990:12. Lags are selected by AIC for the short-sample period and we fix this value in the subsequent analysis. + denotes no break is detected in the full-sample period. We estimate breaks by Bai and Perron (1998)'s sequential method. # denotes the number of times one of the two models has a lower RMSFE. 
